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Executive Summary 
In this deliverable, we describe the efforts towards the first working prototype of an integrated 
PHENICX experience, combining advances of the PHENICX project into a user-ready 
presentation form placed in a clear use context. 

In this second prototype we make the step from interface click model to a first presentation of a 
working prototype with implemented design, ready for presentation to the public during the 
PHENICX event, The third Essentials evening at the Concertgebouw on February 7, 2015.  
 
We’ve first altered the prototype click model (D7.1) with the feedback coming from the focus 
groups as described in D2.2.1. We then worked out the design of the full post-live experience 
and gave priority to the integration of features that rely on data from partners. With the 
introduction of two new layers (structure and visualization) we’ve also decided to take out the 
Compare Recordings layer out of the integrated experience. In this document we will explain 
why. 
 
The remaining PHENICX milestones (M29 and 34) will be updates on the current prototype. In 
the presented roadmap we present the remaining features are planned for integration. Lastly 
we’ve set up an overview of prototypes coming from consortium partners that are not directly 
integrated in the foreseen PHENICX integrated prototype. 
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1 BACKGROUND 
 
Within the PHENICX project, various academic directions are being investigated. As indicated in 
the Description of Work, individual intermediate outcomes can suitably be shown to academic 
peers and restricted user audiences in the form of prototypes. As indicated in Deliverable 2.8, 
integration of prototypes into Integrated Prototype Systems will be useful for putting individual 
advances in a user-oriented context, which can appropriately receive feedback from intended 
users. 
 
The current deliverable reports on the current status in moving towards Integrated Prototype 
Systems. In close collaboration with all academic partners, a full integrated prototype-oriented 
schedule has been sketched in which (potentially preliminary) results fitting the various use 
cases as defined in Deliverable 2.2 will be combined. We give an outline of the overall plans and 
foreseen dissemination opportunities to bring prototypes to actual audiences, and extensively 
report on the status of the first prototype involving click frame mock-ups for an integrated post-
concert experience, as well as a mobile interface allowing for first interaction options during a 
concert.  Finally, we discuss dedicated dissemination targets for the first prototype. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Main objectives and goals 

As the PHENICX project focuses on digital techniques to make classical music accessible to 
broader audiences, it is essential that already during the lifetime of the project, potential 
audiences will actively be able to give feedback on any potential digital technique developed 
within the project. Some of the academic advances within PHENICX have relevance to multiple 
use cases at once, while at the same time, techniques from multiple different work packages 
may cater to a dedicated use case. This is why integrated prototypes – which combine multiple 
academic advances, but embed them in an integrated experience with some clear use cases 
connected to them – are considered to be a very suitable means to present advances in the 
project in an understandable way to potential users, while soliciting the desired user-related 
feedback from them. 
 
In this deliverable, we describe the second prototype and its features that integrate the work of 
different consortium partners. 
 

1.2 Methodology   

Very early in the project, several use cases were established, which are expressed in 
Deliverable 2.2. Besides, it was already planned in the Description of Work that from M18 
onwards, user-demonstrable prototypes should be made available, which should be ready for 
presentation at a dedicated public PHENICX event connected to the milestone. 
 
As mentioned in the previous paragraph, rather than developing 9 different demo applications, 
when bringing the novel envisioned technologies corresponding to use cases to audiences, it 
would make more sense to demonstrate integrated experiences combining related use cases 
and technologies (while retaining the original philosophies behind the individual use cases). 
Therefore, from the second semester (M6-12) of the project onwards, discussions were initiated 
on the most practical and feasible integrations to make, as well as possibilities to get very early 
feedback on concepts that according to focus group outcomes. This led to a global planning 
including some extra testing moments, which will be presented in Chapter 2. 
 
Subsequently, more details will be given on the first prototype, its presentation forms, and its 
intended ‘presentation stages’. Chapter 3 gives a general introduction of the prototype and 
global design choices that were made, Chapter 4 gives a detailed walkthrough of the 
desktop/tablet prototype functionality expressed in the form of a click model, and Chapter 5 
describes a first prototypical mobile interface. In Chapter 6, the public PHENICX event to which 
this particular prototype will be connected, as well as further intended dissemination stages for 
presentation will be discussed. Finally, after a brief conclusion in Chapter 7, Chapter 8 will 
feature large design screenshots of the mobile interface. 
 
 

1.3 Terminology  
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In the remainder of the document, as all prototypes discussed are integrated systems intended 
to become user-facing, whenever the word ‘prototype’ is used, this will in practice denote an 
‘Integrated Prototype System’ unless explicitly indicated otherwise. 
 

1.4 Convention 

We use the following writing conventions: 
• bold for emphasis; 
• italics for newly introduced terminology; 
• underlined for cross-references and references to other documents. 
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2 OVERALL PROTOTYPE PLANNING SCHEDULE 

 

2.1 Updated planning 

With the presentation of this prototype, the horizon on the end result is getting more clear. 
Accordingly we’ve extended and updated the earlier prototype planning scheme.  
 

Use case 
M18 / 

0.6 
/D7.1 

M21 / 
v0.8 

M23 / 
v0.9 

M24 / 
v1.0 / 
D7.2 

M25 / 
v1.1 

M29 / 
v1.2 / 
D7.3 

M34 / 
v2.0 / 
D7.4 

Digital program notes (uc 1) v1.0   v1.1  v1.2 v2.0 

Virtual concert guide (uc 2) v1.0 v1.1  
 

 v1.2 v2.0 

Overseeing the music (uc 3) v1.0  v1.1 v1.2 v1.3  v2.0 

Focusing attention (uc 4) v1.0   v1.1   v2.0 

Comparing performances (uc 5) v1.0   v1.1  
 v2.0 

Capturing the moment (uc 6) v1.0 v1.1  v1.2  
 v2.0 

Sharing the magic (uc 7)    
 

 v1.0 v2.0 

Becoming the maestro (uc 8)  
  

  v1.0 v2.0 

Editorial support (uc 9)  v1.0  
 

 v1.1 v2.0 

 
Due to personal difficulties, we’ve had to adjust the planning a little bit. We’ve given priority to 
the integration of partner technology results rather than building parts of the interface that – 
although contributing to the overall end user experience – are not presenting technology 
integrations, such as the features from Program Notes and the Sharing the Magic Use Cases. 
We’re confident that we will be able to have these additions ready for the final prototype. 
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2.1 Use Case Features roadmap 

In the following table you see the list of features and their foreseen releases: 
 

Features ID M18/ 
D7.1 M21 M23 M24/ 

D7.2 M25 M29/ 
D7.3 

M34/ 
D7.4 

digital program notes (UC 1) 1 v1.0   v1.1  v1.2 v2.0 

program notes for 3 different expert levels (pre live) 1.1 v - - - - ~ ~ 

program notes for 3 different expert levels (live) 1.2 v - - - - ~ ~ 

program notes for 3 different expert levels (post live) 1.3 v - - - - ~ ~ 

personalisation rules / algorythm based on social footprint 1.4 v - - - - - - 

questionaire for concluding expert level 1.5 v - - - - - ~ 

system for selecting expert level 1.6 v - - v - - ~ 

virtual concert guide (UC 2) 2 v1.0 v1.1    v1.2 v2.0 

timed text, 3 different expert levels (live) 2.1 v v - - - ~ ~ 

timed text, 3 different expert levels (post live) 2.2 v v - - - ~ ~ 

timed audio commentary (live/post live) 2.3 v v - - - - - 

aggregated content connected to timeline (live/post live) 2.4 v - - - - - - 

overseeing the music (UC 3) 3 v1.0  v1.1 v1.2 v1.3  v2.0 

score follower (post live) 3.1 v - v v - - ~ 

live tracker (live) 3.2 v - v - v - ~ 

music visualization 'piano roll' (post live) 3.3.1 - - - - - ~ ~ 

music visualization 'descriptors' (post live) 3.3.2 - - - v - ~ ~ 

music visualization 'structure' (pre live) 3.3.3 - - - - - ~ ~ 

music visualization 'structure' (live) 3.3.4 - - - - - ~ ~ 

music visualization 'structure' (post live) 3.3.5 - - - - - ~ ~ 

music visualization 'artistic interpretation' (live) 3.3.6 - - - - v - ~ 

music visualization 'artistic interpretation' (post live) 3.3.7 - - - - - - ~ 

dynagram/loudness viewer (live) 3.4.1 - - - - - - - 

dynagram/loudness viewer (post live) 3.4.2 - - - - - - - 

tempogram/tempo viewer (live) 3.5.1 - - - - - - - 
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tempogram/tempo viewer (post live) 3.5.2 - - - - - - - 

focussing attention (UC 4) 4 v1.0 
  

v1.1 
  

v2.0 

video focus on musician/section in video (post live) 4.1 v - - ~ - - ~ 

orchestra layout view: loudness indication (post live) 4.2 v - - v - - ~ 

audio focus: isolate instrument group (post live) 4.3.1 v - - v - - ~ 

audio focus: isolate with reference audio (post live) 4.3.2 - - - v - - ~ 

comparing performances (UC 5) 5 v1.0   v1.1   v2.0 

compare different recordings (pre live) 5.1 v - - v - - ~ 

compare different recordings with central concerto (post live) 5.2 v - - v - - ~ 

visualisation two-recording comparison 5.3 v - - v - - ~ 

textual explanation comparisons 5.4 v - - v - - ~ 

capturing the moment (UC 6) 6 v1.0 v1.1  v1.2   v2.0 

add markers to concert timeline (pre live) 6.1 v - - - - ~ ~ 

add markers to concert timeline (live) 6.2 v v - v - - ~ 

add markers to concert timeline (post live) 6.3 v - - v - ~ ~ 

add notes to concerto timeline (pre live) 6.4 v - - - - ~ ~ 

add notes to concerto timeline (live) 6.5 v v - v - - ~ 

add notes to concerto timeline (post live) 6.6 v - - v - ~ ~ 

sharing the magic (UC 7) 7      v1.1 v2.0 

share still image of concerto moment (post live) 7.1 - - - - - ~ ~ 

share still image of concerto moment (live) 7.2 - - - - - ~ ~ 

share video moments of the concerto (post live) 7.3 - - - - - ~ ~ 

share personal markers and notes (pre live) 7.4 - - - - - ~ ~ 

share personal markers and notes (live) 7.5 - - - - - ~ ~ 

share personal markers and notes (post live) 7.6 - - - - - ~ ~ 

becoming the maestro (UC 8) 8      v1.0 v2.0 

User control interface for loudness and tempo 8.1 - - - - - ~ ~ 

editorial support (UC 9) 9  v1.0    v1.1 v2.0 

editorial tools for production of integrated experience 9.1 - v - - - ~ ~ 
~ = planned / v = ready 
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2.2 Planned prototypes 

The following subparagraphs give further information on the nature of remaining planned 
prototypes. 
 

M25: Extra prototype release: PHENICX lab, testing in real life 

The prototype delivered in January 2015 will be presented to the targeted audience and tested 
in a real life situation during a performance of the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra at the 
PHENICX event on February 7, 2015. 
  

Third prototype D7.3: working interface with added features 

Iteration of the PHENICX interface, with updates of the existing features and interaction based 
on user feedback on the previous releases. 
 

PHENICX prototype D7.4: The digital concert experience 

Final version of the integrated PHENICX digital concert experience. 
 

2.3 Foreseen interface presentation forms 

 
The PHENICX prototype is set to provide a digital concert experience at multiple moments and 
locations. In isolated experiments it is possible that we might need other interfaces, for instance 
for doing a test with Google Glass or a smart watch. For the expected end user interfaces 
however, we will most explicitly stick to desktop, tablet and mobile phone interfaces: 
 

Pre live Live Post live 

 Home Venue  

Desktop/tablet Desktop/tablet Tablet/mobile Desktop/tablet 
 
In case of different levels of knowledge, these don’t necessarily demand a different interface, 
but in some settings, tailored information adapted to the needs and knowledge level of the user 
could call for a slightly different presentation of the information itself.  
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3 PROTOTYPE II: THE FIRST WORKING INTEGRATED EXPERIENCE 
 
In this chapter we walk through the different sections of the prototype and explain the 
underlying Use Case features integrated around the recording of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 3 ‘ 
Eroica’. 
 

3.1 PHENICX entrance 

 
Opening screen 
 

- Opening interface with overview of available performances. In the current state this 
means the Eroica recording and the upcoming live event. 
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3.2 Account creation & expertise level 

 
Account creation screen 
 
For future implementation of personalized presentation based on knowledge level,  

- an account creation system is integrated. Currently the account creation can only be 
done with Facebook. In the future prototype we will also add other options 

- set a knowledge level. We currently have implemented 3 knowledge levels 
- to determine the knowledge level , in the future prototype a short questionnaire will be 

included 
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3.3 Tags: timed commentary and personal markers & comments 

 
Tag layer screen full modus 
 
In this layer we combine the following user features: 
 

timed text, 3 different expert levels (live) 2.1 v 

timed text, 3 different expert levels (post live) 2.2 v 
 

- Timed text shows you textual explanation about what you hear 
- It currently presents the same text for all users (not 3 different expert levels)  
- The timed text can also be shown on a tablet during a live performance 
- It offers the user a choice: watch your own (private and public) comments (Personal), 

the comments from for instance the conductor (Editorial), or the public comments from 
others (Public) 
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Tag layer screen, minimized view 
 

- After selecting a feed the user can minimalize the Tags interface and read the 
comments while watching the performance 
 

add markers to concert timeline (pre live) 6.1 v 

add markers to concert timeline (live) 6.2 v 

add markers to concert timeline (post live) 6.3 v 

add notes to concerto timeline (pre live) 6.4 v 

add notes to concerto timeline (live) 6.5 v 

add notes to concerto timeline (post live) 6.6 v 
 

- It is possible to tag a specific moment and add a description to that moment.  
- This can currently be done pre live, live and post-live 
- The pre live option is only available when the score is available beforehand 
- For this reason we use a bar notation to indicate the tag instead of time notation (which 

is not available before the recording is done) 
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3.4 Score 

 
Score full modus screen 
 
In this layer we combine the following user features: 

- Read the score manually 
- Read the score automatically synced to the music (live and post-live) 
- Score following can only be offered live if the Live Tracker is ‘active’ 

 

score follower (post live) 3.1 v 

live tracker (live) 3.2 v 
 

In future releases we intend to integrate the piano roll visualisation as a less complex way of 
visualising notes played: 
 

music visualization 'piano roll' (post live) 3.3.1 - 
 
We’ve prepared the interface design for the foreseen Score zoom function: 
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Score screen, minimized view 
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3.5 Orchestra Focus 

 
Orchestra view screen 
 
In this layer we combine the following user features: 

- Audio separation: users can zoom 
- Video focus 
- Program Notes 
- Loudness visualization 

  

video focus on musician/section in video (post live) 4.1 v 

orchestra layout view: loudness indication (post live) 4.2 v 

audio focus: isolate instrument group (post live) 4.3.1 v 

audio focus: isolate with reference audio (post live) 4.3.2 - 
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Gathering Data from Repovizz 
For the orchestra layout visualization part of the Phenicx prototype, the data used for the 
visualization is gathered from UPF's repovizz multimodal database using the repovizz api. In 
repovizz we have stored Multi-channel audio data (ambiental microphones) and the digital score 
of each performed piece. Once these data has been uploaded to repovizz, the score is aligned 
to the orchestra performance and based on this alignment a source separation process is 
performed to isolate each of the instrumental sections, as a result of this isolation, we get one 
audio track for each instrumental section like if the section had played the piece alone. From 
that audios we extract low-level audio descriptors, one of them is RMS energy that will be used 
in the visualization of the orchestra layout for controlling the intensity of the coloring (sound 
loudness) of each of the sections while playing the piece. For obtaining the above calculated 
data from repovizz, the prototype uses the repovizz api. Here is an example of how to get the 
aligned score information with correct timings and dynamic information from all instrumental 
sections of the 3rd Beethoven Symphony - 1st movement as performed by the RCO Orchestra 
(http://repovizz.upf.edu/repo/api/datapacks/368/score) and the following link shows how to get 
the isolated audios for each instrumental section 
(http://repovizz.upf.edu/repo/api/datapacks/368/scoreaudios). This information is used for 
proper visualization of the orchestra activity and instrument focus in the Phenicx prototype. 
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3.6 First design for structure layer 

In the first prototype (D7.1) we integrated the Compare Recordings feature in the full 
experience. Because of interface conflicts as explained in D2.7.1 and the fact that there is 
already a very convincing individual prototype of the function, we decided to take this layer out 
of the experience in favour of two new layers: 
 

 
 

- Visualizations: in this layer we will visualize specific content descriptors extracted from 
data coming from partner technology results, such as tonality, melody, loudness and 
tempo. The designs for these visualizations are not yet presentable, nor is the data 
from the partners 

- Structure: in this layer we present an insight in the musical structure of a performance. 
At the moment the automatic detection of this structure information is not yet sufficient 
enough to provide an end user result. However, since it is information that is fairly easy 
to construct by a musicologist, we’ve planned to integrate this layer and feature in the 
next prototype. We’ve made a first draft of the interface design for this layer: 
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Structure screen, first draft 
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4 OTHER PROTOTYPES 
 
In this deliverable we’ve explained the integration of the different outcomes into one integrated 
prototype experience with a set goal. Apart from the integrated functions as a result of the 
outcomes of other deliverables, the consortium partners have delivered other prototypes that 
showcase the results of work done. Some of these show early versions of implemented features 
or show features that will be implemented in future prototypes. Others are deliberately left or 
taken out of the integrated experience due to conceptual choices, but are nevertheless very 
valuable results that could be used in other ways, or work as stand alone. An overview of all 
prototype demonstrators from the PHENICX consortium: 
 

phenicx marker app VD http://app.phenicx.prototype.videodock.com/#/welcome 

phenicx marker app admin VD http://app.phenicx.prototype.videodock.com/#/admin 

alternate tracks VD http://experiment.videodock.com/phenicx/demo/ 

      
dynagram viewer OFAI https://jobim.ofai.at:8889/dev/dynagram 

tempogram viewer OFAI https://jobim.ofai.at:8889/dev/tempogram 

      
video focus TUD https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Oj70tvqo9c 

      
orchestra layout visualization 
Beethoven 3rd & 9th UPF 

http://repovizz.upf.edu/phenicx 
 

RepoVizz Phenicx datapacks UPF 
http://repovizz.upf.edu/repo/Search?domain=datapacks&currentF
older=PhenicX/RCO 

Structure visualization UPF https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qsXLyuyBuI0 
Expressivenes in conducting 
gestures 

ESMUC 
& UPF 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pFOKCh7TJAc&list=PLp2Ln4
EE0hNqdr5avJmNrro3c5MJP4Ve2&index=6 

Source separation demo UPF 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vk1TN1biF2k&list=PLp2Ln4E
E0hNqdr5avJmNrro3c5MJP4Ve2&index=7 

      
The piano companion OFAI https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SUBtND_MJZs 

Demonstrating the Automatic 
Page Turner (Werner Goebl 
plays Schumann, "Intermezzo, 
Op.26") OFAI https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yf05nzix3_w 

Instant Music Identification OFAI https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xxS6I7yl-ic 
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5 CONCLUSION 
 
We presented the first working prototype of the PHENICX, an integrated digital concert 
experience. Based on experiences with this prototype and the planned features in the roadmap, 
by M29, a major update of will be presented in Deliverable 7.3, which will contain first or 
second versions of al foreseen integrations. 
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6 APPENDIX 
Prototype accessible through: 
http://phenicx.prototype2.videodock.com/ 
 
 
 
 
 


